We consider the propagation of strongly incoherent waves in optical fibers in the framework of the vector nonlinear Schrödinger equation (VNLSE) accounting for the Raman effect. On the basis of the wave turbulence theory, we derive a kinetic equation that greatly simplifies the VNLSE and provides deep physical insight into incoherent wave dynamics. When applied to the study of polarization effects, the theory unexpectedly reveals that the linear polarization components of the incoherent wave evolve independently from each other, even in the presence of weak fiber birefringence. When applied to light propagation in bimodal fibers, the theory reveals that the incoherent modal components can be strongly coupled. After a complex transient, the modal components self-organize into a vector spectral incoherent soliton: The two solitons self-trap and propagate with a common velocity in frequency space.
We consider the propagation of strongly incoherent waves in optical fibers in the framework of the vector nonlinear Schrödinger equation (VNLSE) accounting for the Raman effect. On the basis of the wave turbulence theory, we derive a kinetic equation that greatly simplifies the VNLSE and provides deep physical insight into incoherent wave dynamics. When applied to the study of polarization effects, the theory unexpectedly reveals that the linear polarization components of the incoherent wave evolve independently from each other, even in the presence of weak fiber birefringence. When applied to light propagation in bimodal fibers, the theory reveals that the incoherent modal components can be strongly coupled. After a complex transient, the modal components self-organize into a vector spectral incoherent soliton: The two solitons self-trap and propagate with a common velocity in frequency space. The propagation of partially coherent nonlinear optical waves is a subject of growing interest in different fields of investigations, such as, e.g., supercontinuum (SC) generation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , lasers [9, 10] , rogue waves [11, 12] , or shock waves [13, 14] . Remarkable phenomena such as optical wave condensation [15, 16] , or incoherent soliton propagation with inertial [7, 17, 18] , resonant [19] , or nonlocal [20] nonlinearities have been discussed in different contexts. A different form of "spectral incoherent soliton" (SIS), which cannot be identified in the temporal domain but solely in the frequency domain, has been also reported in optical fiber systems [21] [22] [23] [24] .
While incoherent wave propagation has been widely studied in the scalar regime, incoherent phenomena inherently associated with the vector nature of the optical field received much less attention [7, 18, 25] . In this Letter, we study the dynamics of strongly incoherent waves propagating in optical fiber systems in the framework of the vector nonlinear Schrödinger equation (VNLSE) accounting for the Raman effect. We consider the VNLSE to model two different problems: (i) polarization effects in single mode fibers; (ii) light propagation in bimodal optical fibers. A wave turbulence approach of the problem reveals that the dynamics of the incoherent optical wave is dominated by the Raman effect. When applied to polarization effects (i), the theory reveals a decoupled polarization dynamics: At variance with coherent waves where the inhibition of an energy exchange among the polarization components requires a strong birefringence [24] , here, the incoherent components evolve independently of each other even in the presence of a weak birefringence. On the other hand, when the theory is applied to bimodal fibers (ii), an unexpected strong coupling among the incoherent modal components arises. In this way, the incoherent waves are shown to self-organize into a novel form of vector SIS (VSIS), which generalizes the previously studied scalar SISs [21] [22] [23] [24] . Along this way, our kinetic theory can be extended to study the turbulent dynamics of broadband spatiotemporal spectra in multimode fibers [8] , whose originating mechanisms are the subject of growing recent interest [26, 27] .
In the first part of the Letter, we consider the standard VNLSE that governs the evolution of the polarization components of the optical field. It accounts for both the parallel and orthogonal Raman contributions [3, 28, 29] :
where A j t; z (j 1; 2) refers to the linear polarization components. The dispersion operator readsd j A j −1 j1 δβ 1 ∂ t A j i 1 2 β 2;j ∂ tt A j , where δβ 1 β 1;1 − β 1;2 , β k;j denoting the kth order dispersion parameter of A j z; t. The phase mismatch, ϕ j −1 j 2Δβz with Δβ β 0;1 − β 0;2 accounts for fiber birefringence. The term P j refers to the instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity, while Q j refers to the delayed Raman nonlinearity, the symbol denoting the convolution product, and γ the nonlinear coefficient. We recall that R ∥ t denotes the usual dominant parallel Raman response function [24] , while the perturbative orthogonal Raman contribution is R ⊥ t H t r τ R exp−t∕τ R with τ R 32 fs and r ≃ 1∕15, H t being the Heaviside function, and
Usually, the perturbative orthogonal Raman contribution is neglected, R ⊥ t 0, so that R o t R ∥ t, Q [24] }. In the following we consider strongly incoherent waves, in such a way that dispersion effects dominate nonlinear effects,
c;j ∕β 2;j are the dispersion lengths, t c;j being the time correlations of A j , and L nl 1∕γP is the nonlinear length, P hjA 1 j 2 i hjA 2 j 2 i being the total conserved power.
We report in Fig. 1 the evolution of the spectrum of an incoherent wave obtained by integrating numerically the VNLSE (1). In this example, the incoherent wave is injected along one of the principal axes of the fiber, say A 1 . The initial condition is a partially coherent wave with a Gaussian spectrum and random spectral phases, superimposed on a small noise spectral background. The Gaussian spectral bandwidth is larger than the Raman frequency shift ∼13.2 THz. We deliberately considered a weakly birefringent regime, L B 2π∕Δβ L nl , so that the corresponding nonresonant terms in VNLSE (involving the factor ∼ expiϕ j ) do not average out as in the strong birefringent regime. Hence, such terms are liable to induce a transfer of energy between A 1 and A 2 . In contrast, we see in Fig. 1 that there is almost no transfer of energy among the orthogonal polarization components (i.e., the incoherent wave remains polarized along the 1-axis). In this way, the system behaves essentially as in the scalar case [7] : The spectral evolution of A 1 is characterized by the generation of a SIS, which is continuously red-shifted with a constant spectral velocity during the propagation.
In Fig. 2 the incoherent wave is injected in both polarization components A 1 and A 2 , with an energy fraction of 0.7 for A 1 (0.3 for A 2 ). The initial condition in A 1 has been set identical to that considered in Fig. 1 , so as to easily compare the evolution of A 1 in the presence of A 2 (Fig. 2) , to the corresponding evolution in the absence of A 2 (Fig. 1) . Such a comparison remarkably reveals that the presence of A 2 does not affect the spectral evolution of A 1 : The polarization components evolve independently of each other. Accordingly, the SIS generated in A 1 does not interact with the SIS that is going to emerge in A 2 ; see Fig. 2 .
In order to understand the decoupled polarization dynamics, we resort to a statistical description of the incoherent waves based on the wave turbulence theory [7, 30] . We note that the procedure underlying the derivation of the vector kinetic equations (VKEs) closely follows that of the pure scalar kinetic equation (KE), whose derivation is detailed in Ref. [7] . Assuming that the weakly nonlinear random wave exhibits a stationary statistics, one obtains a closure of the hierarchy of moments equations. The averaged spectra of the polarization components, hÃ j ω Ω∕2; zÃ k ω − Ω∕2; zi n j ω; zδΩδ K j;k [δ K j;k denoting the Kronecker symbol], evolve according to the VKE:
where the spectral gain curves read, g ∥ ω IR ∥ ω, and g ⊥ ω IR ⊥ ω. The VKE conserves the total energy during the propagation, N P j R n j ω; zdω const. We recall that the VKE is valid in the weakly nonlinear regime, while a higher-order cubic collision term should be included in the KE to describe stronger nonlinear effects [7] . The VKE also assumes statistical stationary fluctuations of the incoherent field, while deviations from stationarity can be described in the framework of a generalized KE combining the above KE with a Vlasov formulation of the problem; see Ref. [31] .
We stress the remarkable simplicity of the VKE (6) as compared to the VNLSE (1). First, as in the usual scalar case, both effects of linear dispersion and instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity do not enter the VKE, a property that has been confirmed by several previous works [7, 13, 22, 23] . In the vector problem considered here, the cross-phase modulation term (second term in Q 1 j ) that couples the polarization components, is averaged out by the incoherence of the waves. In addition, the nonresonant birefringence terms [Q 2 j in Eq. (4)] do not contribute to the KE. This is due to the fact that the terms Q 2 j solely involve correlators of the form, hÃ 2 j ωi (j 1; 2): In contrast to the correlators n j ω, which are phase-independent, the correlators hÃ 2 j ωi vanish because the rapid random phases ofÃ j ω do not cancel out. It turns out that, in contrast to coherent wave propagation, here, the nonresonant terms Q 2 j are averaged out even in the weakly birefringent regime.
The above discussion reveals that Q 3 j in Eq. (5) are the unique terms that contribute to the VKE (6) . As a remarkable consequence, whenever one neglects the perturbative orthogonal Raman gain, g ⊥ ω (see Refs. [1, 2, 5] ), the VKE reveals that there is no coupling at all between the polarization components A 1 and A 2 . Numerical simulations confirm this prediction, as revealed by the quantitative agreement between VKE (6) and VNLSE (1) simulations in Figs. 1 and 2, without using adjustable parameters.
Note that, although the polarization components A 1;2 are incoherent and decorrelated, there is one of the Stokes parameters that does not vanish, S 1 hjA 1 j 2 i − hjA 2 j 2 i, since there is no energy exchange between A 1 and A 2 . As a consequence, the degree of polarization of the incoherent beam is conserved during the propagation and does not vanish, DOP S 1 ∕P const.
We remark that we have not considered the impact of random birefringence fluctuations [24] , which can be neglected provided that their correlation length (L c ) is the larger length scale (i.e., L c ≫ L nl ). It is important to note that the analysis reported here is also relevant to rapid birefringence fluctuations (i.e., in the opposite regime L c ≪ L d ≪ L nl ), where the VNLSE is known to recover Manakov-like equations [32] . We have extended the computation of Ref. [32] by including the complete Raman contribution. The analysis reveals that the corresponding KE keeps the same form as Eq. (6), except that the interaction coefficients are slightly changed by the averaging procedure over fast birefringence fluctuations.
As a consequence of the decoupled polarization dynamics discussed above, the SISs generated in the polarization components A 1 and A 2 evolve independently of each other, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In order to study the interaction between SISs, a strong coupling among them is required, a feature that can be found in multimode fibers [6] . For simplicity, we consider here the example of a bimodal fiber in which two linearly polarized waves A 1 and A 2 propagate, respectively, along the first LP 01 and LP 11 modes of the fiber. The general form of the VNLSE governing the evolutions of the modal components A j (j 1; 2) can be found in [6] and its structure is analogous to Eq. (1). To see this, let us focus our attention on such terms that originate in the Raman effect. The analysis of the overlap integrals among the two modes reveals that only four distinct terms contribute to the VNLSE, and their structures exactly coincide with the terms Q 
and Q 3 j ; and γ → n 2 ω 0 ∕cS 1111 (assuming S 1111 S 2222 for simplicity), where κ 12 S 1212 ∕S 1111 (S plmn being the overlap integrals; see Eq. (8) in [6] ).
As discussed above, through polarization effects, a coupling among the modal components A j (j 1; 2) is provided solely by the term Q 3 j . This becomes apparent in the modal VKE, which is recovered from Eq. (6) through the substitution: g ⊥ → κ 12 g ∥ . The key observation is that, at variance with the polarization VNLSE (1), the contribution of Q 3 j in the modal VNLSE is no longer a perturbation. Indeed, considering the concrete example of a bimodal fiber of core radius a 5 μm, core and cladding refractive indices n co 1.4556, n cl 1.45, and pump wavelength λ 0 1550 nm, we obtain κ 12 ≃ 0.626, which reveals a strong coupling among the modes A 1 and A 2 . There is also a strong phase mismatch among the modes, Δβ ≃ 9 × 10 3 L
−1
nl , so that Q 2 j averages to zero. The numerical simulations of the modal VNLSE and modal VKE reveal that, contrary to polarization effects, the strong modal coupling is responsible for a significant transfer of energy among the modes, which eventually leads to the spontaneous formation of a VSIS: The SISs that evolve in the two modes A 1 and A 2 self-trap and propagate with a common velocity in frequency space; see Fig. 3 . We have derived the following analytical vector soliton solution of the VKE: where n 0 refers to the constant background noise, and ω 0 ffiffi ffi
denotes the typical width of g ∥ ω. Note that the soliton maximum amplitudes n s j;m are coupled to each other by the common soliton velocity. We obtained a good agreement between the analytical bimodal SIS solution (7) and the simulations of the VKE and VNLSE, as remarkably illustrated in Fig. 4 . Note a minor discrepancy of solution (7) in the tails of the soliton, a feature that can be ascribed to the fact that Eq. (7) refers to an approximation in the vicinity of the soliton peak of a more general form of the soliton solution, a feature that will be discussed elsewhere together with a detailed presentation of the continuous family of multimode SIS solutions.
In summary, we have derived a VKE that greatly simplifies the original VNLSE. At variance with coherent waves, we showed that a weak birefringence leads to a decoupled evolution of the polarization components of the incoherent wave. On the other hand, incoherent waves that propagate in the two modes of a bimodal fiber can be strongly coupled, leading to the spontaneous formation of a VSIS. (7), has been obtained without adjustable parameters.
